The outer wing casings (elytra) of the weevil Eupholus magnificus are marked by yellow and blue bands. We have investigated the scales covering the elytra by using microspectrophotometry, imaging scatterometry, scanning electron microscopy and Fourier transform analysis. We demonstrate that the scales in the yellow elytral bands comprise highly ordered 3D photonic crystal structures, whereas the scales of the blue bands comprise quasi-ordered 3D photonic structures. Both systems, highly contrasting in their periodic order, create approximately angle-independent colour appearances in the far-field. The co-existence of these two contrasting forms of 3D structural order in the same single species is certainly uncommon in natural biological systems and has not been reported in the photonic literature.
Introduction
Photonic crystals (PCs) have been the subject of rapidly increasing interest over recent years [1] . They offer the potential for use in many optics-based applications due, principally, to their ability to shape and control the flow of light and colour [2] [3] [4] . While the periodic structure of highly ordered photonic crystals creates strong light manipulation, the structural nature of quasi-ordered crystals that show higher orders of rotational symmetry is attracting increasing interest from the photonics community. Such quasi-ordered crystals are not limited by the same geometric constraints with which ordered structures are restricted. For this reason they can exhibit higher orders of rotational symmetry [5] therefore producing a more spherical Brillouin zone. The structure that offers the most spherical Brillouin zone of all the ordered 3D PCs is the diamond structure. It must comprise materials that contribute to a minimum refractive index contrast of ~2 to exhibit a full and complete photonic band-gap (FCPBG). Fabrication of FCPBG structures therefore demands careful choice of suitably high refractive index materials. However, the more isotropic nature of quasi-ordered PCs offers the potential advantage of a more spherical Brillouin zone than an ordered PC. The possibility for complete photonic band-gap generation, using materials that have a lower refractive index contrast, therefore becomes available, making fabrication and compatibility of complete photonic band-gap devices more accessible [6] . This will allow the design of specific optical properties with the knowledge that only a low refractive index contrast is necessary. Many applications including LEDs can utilise the many properties associated with quasi-ordered PCs: in the case of LEDs, quasi-ordered PCs may be used to enhance the extraction efficiency by reducing the absorption of reflected light [7] .
Since the emergence of photonic crystal physics approximately two decades ago [1] the light manipulation potential associated with photonic crystal systems has been the subject of significant experimental and theoretical examination [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . It has since been recognised that the biological world has evolved a vast array of photonic crystal systems each of which serve light manipulation purposes and thereby create and control a grand diversity of visible appearances [9, 13, 14] . For instance, butterflies, beetles, birds and even aquatic systems utilize the optical properties of one, two, and three-dimensional photonic crystals to enhance and control display or crypsis [12] [13] [14] . One-dimensional systems include the multilayer structure of many species of beetle [8, 15, 16] , butterflies [17] and fish [18] . Two-dimensional structures include the two-dimensional hexagonal structure found in the polychaete worm [19] . Three-dimensional inverse opal structures and even more elaborate structures including bicontinuous gyroids have also been found in many beetles and butterflies [10, 20, 21] . Threedimensional structures comprising disordered arrays of filaments have also been shown to produce brilliant whiteness in other biological systems [22, 23] . This wide variety of natural photonic structures each serves a specific functional purpose.
Here we report our investigation of the weevil Eupholus magnificus (Fig. 1 ). The elytra of this weevil are marked by distinct yellow and blue coloured bands. The colours originate from assemblies of coloured scales that cover the exoskeleton. Initial visual inspection revealed that the colours are not pigmentary, but have structural bases. They were investigated with high resolution electron microscopy. These intro-scale structures were found to be three dimensional in nature. Entirely surprisingly, they comprised two very different extents of structural order. The characteristics of this variation in 3D crystal order, and the photonic properties they conferred to their associated coloured band region, is the subject of this investigation. We used a variety of techniques to understand the photonics of the nanostructures that cause the colour of these scales and their associated elytral bands.
Methods
Reflectance spectra of larger elytral regions of E. magnificus ( Fig. 1(a) ), comprising many juxtaposed scales, were measured with a bifurcated fibre-optic probe connected to a CCD detector array spectrometer (AvaSpec-2048, Avantes, Eerbeek, The Netherlands), using a deuterium/halogen light source (AvaLight-D(H)-S). A white diffuse reference tile (Avantes WS-2) served as reference standard [24] .
Reflectance spectra of the areas within individual scales of the different coloured regions were acquired with a microspectrophotometer (MSP). This method comprised a xenon light source, a Leitz Ortholux microscope and an S2000 fibre optic spectrometer (Ocean Optics). The microscope objective was an Olympus 20x, NA 0.46.
The far-field scattering patterns of the different coloured regions of E. magnificus were investigated with an imaging scatterometer that captures the full hemispherical scattering pattern of an illuminated sample [24, 25] . The scattering pattern provides evidence of optical phenomena such as directionality and diffraction that arise due to the nature of the sample. Small elytral regions, each cut from the yellow and blue elytral bands, were in turn glued to the tip of separate glass micropipettes, which were mounted on a micromanipulator. This enabled positioning of a scale at one of the focal points of the scatterometer's ellipsoidal mirror. A white light beam was focused at a chosen point on the sample, invariably within the area occupied by a single elytral scale. The light scattered by the scale, and subsequently reflected by the ellipsoidal mirror, was captured via an imaging system using a digital camera. The captured images were processed as polar plots (for further details see Ref [24] .). The photonic nanostructures contained within the weevil scales were investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in conjunction with focused ion beam (FIB) milling (FEI Nova 600 dual-beam system; elytral samples coated with 4nm of AuPd). The Gallium ion beam used was set at a voltage of 30kV and current of 10pA to expose sections through individual scales. This approach has also been used successfully in a study of other weevil species [12] .
The nature of the order and periodicity of the photonic nanostructures contained within the elytral scales was analysed by applying Fourier transform analysis on 2-D images of FIB treated cross-sections that were captured from the SEM. The extent of order, quasi-order and disorder in each sample was characterized using Voronoi analysis [26] of their associated SEM images and by applying entropy considerations.
Results
Light-microscopic observation of the scales in the yellow and blue elytral regions of the weevil E. magnificus ( Fig. 1(a) ) revealed that the scales distinctly differ in visual appearance. The scales from the yellow region have a domained configuration ( Fig. 1(b) ), whereas the scales in the blue region are largely homogeneously coloured ( Fig. 1(c) ).
We measured the reflectance spectra of the two differently coloured elytral regions, containing multiple scales, with a bifurcated-probe spectrophotometer, yielding spectra peaking at about 600 and 400 nm for the yellow and blue regions, respectively ( Fig. 2(a) ). The overall reflectance of the yellow region is in fact the superposition of the reflectances of several intra-scale domains ( Fig. 1(b) ), as is demonstrated by the reflectance spectra measured from individual domains within the yellow scales, performed with an epi-illumination microspectrophotometer (MSP; Fig. 2(b) ). The reflectance spectra of the various domains have a bandwidth (FWHM) of about 100 nm and the peak wavelength can vary from 400 to 600 nm.
The domains are very small, some being as low as 1 µm in diameter, and therefore a very small measurement spot is required to measure from only one domain. Sometimes this cannot be achieved, as shown by the violet dashed curve in Fig. 2 (b), which shows two peaks.
MSP on different areas of blue scales always yielded the same spectrum as is shown by Fig. 2(c) , which presents MSP spectra from a blue scale after consecutive 2° rotation steps. The wavelength of maximum reflectance is relatively angle-independent, changing by only 10 nm after 48° of rotation ( Fig. 2(c) ). Because this will not result in a noticeable colour change to an observer, the reflections from the blue scales result in an angle-independent blue reflection. Interestingly, the average superposition of reflections from many differently coloured domains in the yellow scales also gives the appearance of angle-independent reflection.
The yellow and blue scales not only differ in spectral but also in spatial reflectance characteristics. We performed imaging scatterometry to investigate the spatial dependence of the light scattered by the yellow and blue scales (Fig. 3) . The scales were illuminated with a narrow aperture (~5°) light beam, via a small, axial hole in the ellipsoidal mirror of the scatterometer. Illumination of single domains of the yellow scales yielded very different farfield scattering patterns compared to the blue scales. Each single domain within the yellow scales exhibited some directionality ( Fig. 3(a) ). Rotation of the yellow scales in steps of 10°, keeping the illumination constant, resulted not only in changing direction angles of directionally scattered light, but also in peak wavelength shifts. In contrast to this, the blue scales exhibited no directionality ( Fig. 3(b) ) and produced quite diffuse scattering patterns covering the whole hemispherical, polar plot. Detailed high resolution SEM was undertaken on the scales of both coloured regions to identify the various nanostructure types that were present within their colour producing scales. SEM images revealed that the upper surface of both the yellow and the blue scales have relatively periodic ridges ( Fig. 4(a) , (c)). The ridges have a pitch of 1.6-3.2 µm depending on the location on the surface of the scale. The ridge depth of the yellow scales is ~2 µm deep and of the blue scales ~0.8 µm. The cross-sections from the yellow scales ( Fig. 4(b) ) show a highly periodic photonic crystal structure arranged in domains with clear boundaries between them. Photonic crystal domains are not unique to E. magnificus: they are also found in other weevil species [12, 27] and in many butterflies [9, 20, 28] . The juxtaposed intra-scale domains of photonic crystal in this species create the individual neighbouring yellow, green and blue colour centres observable in the optical image shown in Fig. 1(b) . Occasionally, an individual PC domain will lie on top of a neighbouring domain, rather than simply horizontally adjacent to it ( Fig. 4(b) ). This creates an additive colour mixing process from within a single observed intra-scale domain region. It will be measured as a double-peak reflection captured from within a single apparent colour domain region ( Fig. 2(b) violet dashed curve, showing reflection maxima at 430 nm and 485 nm).
The sections from the homogeneously coloured blue scales ( Fig. 4(d) ) also appear to show photonic crystal structures in the SEM images. However, they differ significantly from those of the yellow scales. The photonic crystal of their scales clearly lacks distinct and welldefined structural periodicity. Not only does this create an element of disorder within the scale, but it also removes the apparent presence of domaining. Both yellow and blue scales show evidence of diffraction. Close analysis of Fig. 3(a) , for the scattered light collected from a single illuminated yellow scale, shows that the angular separation of the diffracted orders of red wavelengths is approximately 12°. The surface ridges on these yellow scales have a pitch of approximately 3 µm ( Fig. 4 (a) ). The grating equation [29] confirms that the surface ridging is directly responsible for this. Since this is the diffraction collected from interrogation of a single scale surface, it will not be resolved or discernable when the incident beam spot encompasses multiple scales over a much larger area.
Voronoi analysis was applied to high resolution SEM images of each scale type's structure. This generated information associated with the number of nearest neighbours of each lattice point within the images' fields of view by creating what is known as a Voronoi diagram [30] . Following this, the extent of each scale's photonic structure was quantified using entropy (S) considerations, using the equation:
where P n is the number of nearest neighbours or fraction of n sided shapes made by the Voronoi diagram and N is the number of different shapes in the Voronoi diagram. This method has been successfully analogously used in the analysis of other structurally coloured systems [26] . For an ordered system the entropy is expected to be S = 0 and for a disordered system S = 1. Voronoi and entropy analysis on the photonic nanostructures within the scales from the yellow (y) and blue (b) regions show entropy values of S y = 0 and S b = 0.66, offering a quantified measure of the very different extent of the structural order. In order to determine the spatial frequencies of the scale's photonic crystal structures, we performed 2D Fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) on the structures from each type of coloured scale. The 2D FFT image of the yellow scale structures yielded the six-fold symmetric regular pattern ( Fig. 5(a) ) that is expected from the highly periodic hexagonal structure used as the image source taken from one domain. The 2D FFT image of the structure within the blue scales ( Fig. 5(b) ) shows a more complex intensity distribution pattern comprising two principal components. The first is a clear circle of broad intensity, equal in all directions. This indicates the prevalence of various length-scales of long range periodic order in the form of structural polycrystallinity [31, 32] . The second intensity distribution is formed of a group of twelve short-range radially-distributed sharp intensity maxima that are positioned on the edge of the broad intensity signal. These are indicative of a very isotropic formation of a 12-foldsymmetric photonic crystal structure. Such high rotational order is consistent with a quasiordered crystalline structure. Florescu et al. presented similar intensity distributions in FFT images of quasi-ordered synthetically fabricated structures that have unusual high orders of rotational symmetry [33] . The photonic crystal structures within the yellow scales can be considered as various orientations of a 3D inverse opal structure arranged in juxtaposed domains. The structure has a lattice constant a = 368 nm (cubic supercell length) and radius of air spheres r = 100 nm. Comparison of SEM images of the yellow scale structures to cross-sectional geometries of digitally rendered crystal structures, following previously published methods [20, 34] , suggests this structure is closely related to a variation of a face-centred-cubic (FCC) lattice. While formal verification is required, it is practical to create a theoretical model of an ideal FCC structure, using the lattice parameters described earlier, of air spheres in a cuticle matrix. This was done using the MIT Photonic Bands package and yielded the band diagram shown in Fig. 6 . The partial band gaps in Fig. 6 can be directly related to mid-peak reflections from the experimental optical data presented in Fig. 2(b) . The wavelength gap at the X, L and K points (as labelled in Fig. 6 ) correspond closely to the reflectance maxima shown in Fig. 2(b) .
Conclusion
We have identified two contrasting 3D photonic crystal structures for producing overall angle-independent colour reflection in the scales of E. magnificus. Groups of scales with domain-based order such as those forming the yellow scale regions, appear to contain the same 3D structure. Each juxtaposed 3D domain comprises a variously oriented 3D crystal grain. Each individual domain of structure produces angle-dependent reflection, resulting in different spectral and spatial scattering properties. Over many domains, from many scales, the ensemble additive effect is an appearance and colouration that offers far-field angleindependence. This has been documented in other species with 3D photonic crystals [12, 20, 27, 34] . Colour averaging via such domaining is a common method for production of large area far-field angle-independent colour reflection in many beetles, possibly since the refractive index contrast of air-cuticle (~1.56) is too small to produce this effect. Namely, a complete photonic band gap with a single orientation of ordered 3D structure is not possible for PCs comprising materials with such a low refractive index contrast. This weevil has also adapted its photonic crystal structure to overcome the low refractive index contrast of aircuticle systems in another way: namely, by the use of quasi-ordered, rather than highlyordered, photonic crystal structures. Since ordered periodicities are not involved, these structures do not carry the usual geometrical constraints associated with periodic crystallographic restrictions. Quasi-ordered photonic crystal geometries therefore create a more isotropic optical scattering structure due to their relatively spherical Brillouin zone boundaries [6] .
Synthetic fabrication of photonic crystal systems is well advanced [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] with many self-assembly processes emerging as an exciting hot-topic currently [40, 41] . However, with few exceptions [7] , it is only highly ordered 3D systems that have been fabricated for the visible band. These have exhibited full and complete photonic band gap (FCPBG) properties due, largely, to the ultra-high contrast in the refractive indices of their constituent periodically arranged materials [1] . This FCPBG property is invariably the principle aim of their design. It comes at a significant cost, however, in terms of limited available sample size, the costly fabrication technique required and, most importantly, the absolute requirement to use ultrahigh refractive index materials.
Where quasi-ordered PCs have been synthetically fabricated [6, 7] their design has been limited to systems with no more than 12-fold rotational symmetry. This has only marginally reduced the requirement for use of such ultra-high index materials to create the FCPBG properties.
The E. magnificus system described in this paper provides a quantified point of reference with which synthetic PCs may be designed to exhibit the visual equivalent of FCPBG properties (namely angle-independent reflected colour) using materials with relatively low refractive index contrast. This has implications for synthetic PC fabrication where high indexcontrast materials are inappropriate or unavailable.
The quantification aspect of this work, and indeed its inherent novelty, lies in the discovery and detailed measurement of the numerical extent of quasi-order in the E. magnificus PC system. We performed entropy analyses both on its ordered and its quasiordered intra-scale structures. While the entropy value (S y ) calculated for the ordered structure was low, entirely as expected, the entropy value calculated for the structure forming the quasiordered PC, was S b = 0.66. This may be considered as reference point for synthetic quasiordered PC fabrication. The optical performance of an equivalently quasi-ordered synthetic PC, using only low index-contrast materials, is physically predictable both from this naturally evolved system and the measurements and description we present here.
The two types of scale in E. magnificus produce the same overall non-iridescent effect for the two different coloured regions using alternative forms of PC. This work outlines contrasting biological methods for production of similar optical effects and offers insight into the costs and benefits of quasi-ordered photonic crystal design from the perspective of bioinspiration. 
